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11 Cooper Road 
Guildford GU1 3LYGuildford GU1 3LY
£535,000 
Freehold

A charming terraced Victorian cottage full of character in the heart of Charlotteville
between Pewley Down and the Upper High street, featuring a cleverly converted loft
space which was completed in 2015. The property is currently using all four bedrooms
over two floors but could easily have one bedroom converted to a bathroom or ensuite.
There are two separate reception rooms with fireplaces and a log burning stove in the
dining room that adjoins a galley style kitchen with side return potential, subject to
consents. Currently the spacious bathroom is on the ground floor with a modern suite
and tiling but offers enormous future potential for relocating if less bedrooms are
required. The property has been double glazed with timber hard wood sash windows to
the front and UPVC wood grain effect windows to the side and rear. The heating is
powered by a modern combination boiler. Outside, the tranquil lawned garden is a
lovely feature which incorporates an attractive seating/dining area and shed. An outside
store cupboard also offers further storage.

￭ Victorian terraced house

￭ Charlotteville conservation area

￭ Close to Pewley Down and Upper High Street

￭ Three bedrooms with ensuite potential to main

￭ Two reception rooms

￭ Double glazing, Gas central heating

￭ Five feature fireplaces and wooden floors

￭ EPC - D

￭ Council Tax Band - D





Cooper Rd is a truly unique place to settle in Guildford
town with its strong Charlotteville community spirit, proud
heritage and most convenient position for excellent
schooling, commuting, leisure and the High Street. Miles of
beautiful protected countryside walks and spectacular views
are found a few minutes away by foot on Pewley Down.
From this location you can walk to school, the shops, the
station, restaurants and bars. This is a very special place to
live.
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Important Notice To Purchasers : We endeavour to make our sales particulars accurate and reliable, however they do not constitute or form part of an offer or any contract and none is to be relied upon as statements of representation or fact.
The services and appliances listed in this specification have not be tested by us and no guarantees as to their operating ability or efficiency are given. All measurements have been taken as a guide to prospective buyers only, and are not
precise. If you require clarification on further information on any points, please contact us, especially if you are travelling some distance to view.


